FALSE ALARM REDUCTION

e

veryone knows the story about the boy who cried wolf. Unfortunately, the moral of
that fable has real world applications. These days, security system false alarms are a
growing concern. In an effort to achieve False Alarm Reduction (FAR), Security
Command is offering the XR series of security system control panels.
The XR series provides more usable false alarm reduction features than any other
burglary/fire control panel on the market. These control panels reduce false alarms by
employing a self-verification system, which double-checks an alarm before it is sent to your
alarm company. A similar feature, called Fire Verification, double-checks smoke detectors
before sending an alarm.
The Security Command XR system rings a bell to alert you if a door is left open when
turning on the alarm system. In addition, the system compensates for the mistakes
that people make by permitting you to cancel alarm reports or delay transmission
to provide you time to disarm the system. Finally, you have the flexibility to
customize all of these powerful false alarm reduction features.
So don’t cry wolf. Make sure your call for help is heeded. Choose
the Security Command XR series to ensure that your false
alarms are few and FAR between.

features and benefits
ENTRY & EXIT DELAY ANNUNCIATION
Reminds user that system status is changing and requires action

SYSTEM RECENTLY ARMED REPORTING
Alerts Central Station personnel to likelihood of user error

EXIT ERROR KEYPAD ALERT AND REPORTING
Alerts Central Station that alarm occurred during Arming

SYSTEM TEST BY USER
Allows system diagnostics to verify system functionality and identify problems

SWINGER ZONE BYPASSING
Automatically removes sensor with multiple triggers from the system.

CROSS-ZONING ZONE PROGRAMMING
Requires sensor activation at least twice for an alarm

TRANSMIT DELAY
Provides the user time to cancel an active alarm before reporting
to Central Station

ABORT REPORTING
Alerts Central Station that system has been disarmed by an authorized user

UNIQUE DURESS CODE
Eliminates accidental false alarms from keypad entry errors

FIRE VERIFICATION
Requires sensor activation at least twice for an alarm

2-BUTTON PANIC KEYS
Prevents accidental tripping of Panic Alarm

CALL WAITING CANCEL
Call Waiting inhibits a busy signal even though a telephone line
is in use. If the Central Station attempts to verify an alarm while
the control panel is sending a report, the operator will hear the
phone ringing--as opposed to a busy signal--believe the
premises is unoccupied and dispatch the police.
FAR AND AWAY THE LEADER
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